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What is social annotation?

● Makes reading active, visible, and social, enabling students to engage 
with their texts, teachers, ideas, and each other in deeper, more 
meaningful ways

● Takes a normally solitary act of reading and thinking about a text and 
allows students to do it in community with one another.

● Allow multiple students to simultaneously mark, comment, ask questions, 
or otherwise annotate a text and interact with others’ annotations

● Create visual representations of text that help them to extract important 
information during reading to improve comprehension

● Provides a glimpse into the thinking of a reader during the reading 
process.
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Social Annotation and Metacognition

Craft
● Highlighting/Underlining
● Paraphrasing
● Summary
● Commenting
● Descriptive Benefits

● Reflective 
● Metacognition
● Community practice
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Explicit and Implicit Aspects of Social Annotation

Explicit à Craft
● Underlining
● Highlighting
● Drawing

Implicit à Process
● Synthesizing
● Connecting
● Questioning
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Benefits of Social Annotation

● Reader response (Rosenblatt, 1994)
● Seeing the transaction during the process

○ Noting the types of transactions taking place
■ Surface level
■ Deep discussion with peers

● Slows down reading process
● Deeper interaction with the text
● Reading with a purpose
● Building connections with peers
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Annotation Tools

● Perusall

● Hypothesis

● Kami

● Now Comment
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https://perusall.com/
https://web.hypothes.is/
https://www.kamiapp.com/
https://www.kamiapp.com/
https://nowcomment.com/


Thinking About Thinking

Thinking about, monitoring one’s actions during the reading process.
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Metacognition During the Reading Process
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Monitoring Comprehension

. ● Inferencing 

● Summarizing 

● Questioning 

● Connecting 

● Monitoring 

● Synthesizing

● Criticality
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Spectrum of Metacognition

Recall Connections Questioning Inference Summarization Synthesis

Least Demanding Most Demanding



Connecting

When students make connections to the texts that they are reading, it 
helps them to make sense of what they read, retain the information better, 
and engage more with the text itself.

Students make connections between:
● The text and prior knowledge
● The text and themselves (personal experiences)
● The text and other texts
● The text and the world around them
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Example: Connecting
“This is so sad to see. What can 
we as teachers do to ensure that 
our students have access to the 
books and materials they need? 
As I think about this, it reminds 
me of how irritated the way we 
fund our schools makes me. Part 
of this ‘rich get richer’ thinking is 
that the rich also get a better 
education. The poor get a poorer 
education. Which, in turn, only 
furthers the achievement gap we 
are seeing.”
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Inference

When students make inferences, they use what they know to read 
between the lines. They use clues in the text along with their own 
experiences to help them figure out what is not directly said.

Inferencing looks like:
● Drawing on information from the text and background knowledge to 

understand what the text is about
● Filling in details missing from the text
● Elaborating on what is discussed in the text
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Example: Inference

“Students who do not have access to 
the Internet at home have major 
challenges when they can’t access 
assignments and materials outside of 
school. The parents and families of 
these students are also challenged by 
many schools choosing to communicate 
with families digitally. I think that as 
teachers and school professionals, it is 
our responsibility to bridge the gaps that 
form and do our best to ensure that all 
of our students are being given the 
same opportunities.”
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Monitoring

When students monitor, they are noticing their thinking as they read. They 
notice their confusions. They use their background knowledge and 
recognize when something is new, what questions they have as they 
read, and what inferences they make. They sift through what they think is 
important to pay attention to and notice how it all comes together into big 
ideas.

Monitoring looks like:
● Confirming or clarifying their understanding
● Looking up and defining words used in the text
● Restating what is in the text (in their own words)
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Example: Monitoring

“I think the term ‘new’ here refers to 
new to us. Once upon a time, 
almost everything we saw and 
experienced was new and we had 
to learn to adapt and row (sic). The 
only difference now is we can form 
our own conclusions and 
perceptions within the given 
information we have since we’re 
older and our brains are more 
developed.” 
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Questioning

Good readers challenge the text by asking questions as they read. 
Students stop and ask questions when something they read does not 
make sense, to understand the author’s intent, or to seek deeper meaning 
of the text.

Questioning looks like:
● Asking questions of the text
● Asking questions that extend the text
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Example: Questioning

“The authors note that "reading 
initiated by a question differs in 
important ways from reading that is 
not" but don't go into detail about how 
it is different. In what ways do you 
think this type of reading differs? In my 
opinion, I think this differs because 
when you are reading to answer a 
question, you are more focused on 
finding a specific piece of information. 
This changes the way we read and 
allows us to skim to pick out the 
important pieces of information.”
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Summarizing

When students summarize, they are able to determine the most important 
ideas of a text, carry them forward during reading, and succinctly restate 
those ideas while consolidating details that support those ideas.

Summarizing looks like:
● Restating key ideas from some unit of text (e.g., chapter, page, 

section)
● Determining what is most important to remember in a unit of text
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Example: Summarizing
“When I think of literacy regarding 
online readings and research, I don’t 
typically think of synthesizing as an 
essential skill. This is one of those 
things that is inherent in the research 
process, but is something that is not 
necessarily explicit. In order to fully 
comprehend online readings and 
resources, it is necessary to be able 
to relate the ideas in the readings to 
other, similar ideas and information 
that comes in various forms (i.e. 
multimedia resources).”
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Synthesizing

Synthesizing text is the process of pulling together background 
knowledge, newly learned ideas, connections, inferences and summaries 
into a complete and original understanding of the text. When students 
synthesize, they are made aware of how their thinking changes and 
evolves as they read a text. 

Synthesis looks like:
● Making connections to multiple points in a text
● Making connections between multiple sources
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Example: Synthesizing
“@Student1: I think this concept of 
a “lack of opportunity” is one that 
plagues many students in our 
country in general, especially with 
the number of students that come in 
at a disadvantage because of 
circumstances that are out of their 
control. I agree with you that money 
is a major factor that puts students 
at a disadvantage, especially when 
you think about the issue of having 
access to technology at home.”
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Criticality

Students analyze and evaluate the meaning of texts through a lens of 
equity, power, privilege. 

“Criticality enables us to question both the world and the texts within it to 
better understand the truth in history, power, and equity” (Muhammad, 
2020, p. 118)

“When youth have criticality, they are able to see, name, and interrogate 
the world not only to make sense of injustice but also to work toward 
social transformation” (Muhammad, 2020, p. 120).
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Example: Criticality

“...money gives you access to tools 
that can help educate you better. 
Money is what makes the world spin 
and it's why the 1% exists. When you 
don't grow up around a lot of it, 
becoming rich or famous is the 
exception not the rule. The inequality 
at which wealth is distributed 
contributes to the inequity that takes 
place in schools. Education and 
opportunity need money... If there is 
one thing I take away it's this - Money 
buys you access.”
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Community (Collective Sense-Making)

Use of social and socialized practices to negotiate texts by oneself and 
with others

By reading the same piece and building on one another’s ideas, 
students create community as they negotiate meaning.

In real life, literacy practices are almost always fully integrated with 
and interwoven into the very texture of wider practices that involve 
talk, interaction, values, and beliefs
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Example: Community (Collective Sense-Making)

“I completely agree @Student1. I 
wasn’t surprised to read the results 
either, since students who use 
technology less are less likely [to] 
understand how to use it to meet 
their needs. Also @Student2 you 
always comment the most 
interesting videos. How do you find 
all these links? The video really 
opened my eyes to how important it 
is to know which of your students 
has access to internet at home…”
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What is the role of instructor before social annotation?

Provide students with a model of how to utilize the software to 
create annotations and the expectations of the metacognitive 
strategies.

https://video.cortland.edu/Watch/Bd35JoWx


What is the role of instructor during social annotation? (⅕)

Feedback in Learning Management Software.

For instance, in response to students’ connections:
● “I am wondering how this connection is helping you build your knowledge about the purpose 

of the reading. What are you learning that is new?”
● “I am always looking for how that connections improves your understanding of a reading, 

your teaching practices, etc. So, I see connections as active ways of building knowledge or 
leading to action. Thus, when I read a connection I am looking for how is knowledge being 
built or is action going to take.”

In response to students’ monitoring or questioning:
● “You are interacting with the text a great deal.  I need you to expand your interactions to 

guide me to see how you are developing your understanding of the concepts in the article as 
well as the content of the class.   For instance, make your comment or connection and then 
say,  "This helps me to understand that the author wants me to know......"  "This helps me to 
understand digital literacy because..."   or any other comment like these.



What is the role of instructor during social annotation?

Feedback in Learning Management Software.

In response to students’ monitoring or questioning:
● “You are interacting with the text a great deal. I need you to 

expand your interactions to guide me to see how you are 
developing your understanding of the concepts in the article as 
well as the content of the class. For instance, make your comment 
or connection and then say,  ‘This helps me to understand that the 
author wants me to know...’, ‘This helps me to understand digital 
literacy because…’, or any other comment like these.



What is the role of instructor during
social annotation? 
Feedback on Perusall



What is the role of instructor during social annotation? 



What is the role of instructor during social annotation? 



After social annotation

In order to guide students in synthesis across readings, provide low stakes 
assignments with comments that explicitly guide them to integrate ideas across 
readings.

● “Thank you for this wonderful list of words. Please keep your detailed notes 
handy so that you can apply what you learned from the video to Perusall 
readings, participation assignments, etc. in the future.”

● “You have listed a lot of navigation tasks. What type of digital literacy thinking 
skills do students need beyond basic navigation skills to learn from this 
website? What questions should they be asking themselves? What did you 
learn from the Coiro and Alexander readings that could help you to add to 
this?”



Thank you!
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